
Everyone loves to hear the Christmas story. It’s a
special tradition to hear Linus recite the familiar words
of the KJV every year. But it’s even more amazing to
hear it for the first time in your own language!

Twenty Nsengas came from all over Eastern Province
to read the Gospel of Luke and other books from the
Nsenga New Testament. There was a lot of energy –
arguments, even! – as they passionately wrestled to put
God’s Word into their mother tongue.

A few highlights of the many topics discussed:
+ We picked new words for “Law,” “Gospel,” “bless,” “hope,” “anxiety,” “prophet,” and “apostle.”
+ We found a beautifully descriptive word for the concept of “redemption.”
+ We chose a more regionallyneutral set of thirdperson pronouns, changing from yove to yeve for

‘he/she,’ and from ŵove to ŵeve for ‘they.’
+ We changed our word for “repent” to kuyaluka mtima – to change one’s heart – a perfect fit for the

Greek μετανοεω.
+ We reverted to a traditional spelling of the /ch/ sound, spelling it with just a c.
+ We introduced several “pure” Nsenga words that are in the process of being pushed aside in favor of

Chewa, or even English, equivalents. These are words the reviewers felt are an important part of Nsenga
culture, and didn’t want to lose.

Even though it was a long, hot week, filled with
notafew heated discussions, the true fire that
burned in people was the fire of the Holy Spirit, as
they drew closer to God through his Word and at
the same time heard God speaking to them in their
own language.

As the Emmaus disciples exclaimed, “Ni vyendi,
mitima yasu ingokuti phwii, mwenzolaŵilila nase
pa njila pala notikonkhololela Malembo!” – “It’s
true, our hearts were just going phwii! while he was
talking with us on the road and explaining to us the
Scriptures!”



As a student of languages I appreciate that God’s work can be understood so clearly using
grammatical terminology. (I’m sure people interested in other disciplines say the same: a
mathematician sees God in numbers, an astronomer in the cosmos, etc. But a linguist finds God in
the grammar!)

An example is the explanation of why people go to heaven. It’s not because of anything we do.
It’s because of things which are done to us. Grammatically, we are not the subjects of the salvation
verbs in the Bible. God is. We are only the direct objects: God loves us. God saves us. And when
“we believe,” it’s not the subject of the verb (us) who are important. It’s the object of our
believing: God in Christ, who reconciles the world to himself (2 Corinthians 5:18).

Nsenga has a fascinating example of this “grammatical theology” inside of its complex system of
verbal affixes. An Nsenga verb can take a lot of prefixes and suffixes – not uncommonly, two or
three of each.

One Nsenga suffix is the socalled “applicative” or “benefactive” suffix –il. Adding –il to a verb
adds an additional recipient of the verbal action – another object, who is affected by the doing of
the verb. A useful way to paraphrase is “for the benefit of _____.”

So, in Romans 8:34, the Spirit otilaŵilila – ‘speaks on our behalf’ or ‘speaks for us.’ Without the
–il, otilaŵila would just mean “he speaks to us.” But –il adds the idea of benefit or advantage.

This plays out dramatically in 1 Thessalonians 5:10. Paul is talking about how we are to live as
we wait for Christ’s coming. And then he reminds us of the source of our ability to do that thing –
it’s not from ourselves, it because Christ died for us / on our behalf / for our benefit. In Nsenga:
Kristu etifwila ‘Christ he – us – died – for.’

Kristu etifwila. Christ died for us.
Beautiful grammar.
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The Jesus Film is a movie version of the life of Christ
based on the Gospel of Luke. A language with a
translation of Luke can easily adapt a script and
record dialogue using native speakers, so that people
can see Jesus on the screen, in authentic Biblical
setting, speaking their own language. It has been
produced in 1100 languages so far. Work has now
been started on the Nsenga Jesus Film, and plans are
in place to do the dialogue recording in August of
2014. Please pray for this opportunity to preach the
gospel in an engaging visual medium.
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